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Abstract

Previous work on automatic storytelling largely focuses on generating a complete story in one go based on limited user-provided input, where users only have little control over how the story unfolds. In this project, we propose the task of story generation with continuation recommendation to enhance user controllability and system predictability. Thus, given a beginning sentence of a story, the task is to offer recommendations on the next sentence for user selection. We will use existing story generation models to generate sentence candidates and then explore the heuristics to evaluate each candidate and make recommendations.
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1 Motivation

Recent technical advancements on text generation models [1][2] attracted attention from researchers to the field of automatic storytelling. Automatic storytelling is a form of digital interactive experience, where users collaborate with artificial intelligence to create or influence a story through actions like issuing the command to the system [3]. It has been applied in many fields [4], ranging from entertainment, such as interactive movies and computer games, to serious applications like education and therapy. Existing research in automatic story generation focuses on different approaches to solve the controllability problem: the user input’s ability to influence the generated results [5]. Yao et al. [6] and Rashkin et al. [7] attempts to control the story by keyphrase-based storylines. Amanabrolou et al. [8] and Wang et al. [9] proposed ending-guided methods, where intermediate sentences are generated based on a specific desired starting and ending. Although these approaches have some potential interactions that enable the writer to control the story somehow, there is no research on recommending alternative sentences to continue a story that has been written so far.

1.1 Problem Statement

In this project, the aim is to fill the gap in recommending story continuations to the users in automatic story generation. We formulate it as a recommendation system problem, where each sentence candidate is an item, and a set of them defines the item space from which recommendations are made. We propose to decompose story generation into two processes. One is the generation of alternative story continuation sentences with a given input. The other is a continuation recommendation process built on top of the sentence generation process to create a list of recommendations on story continuation with considerations of user preferences. In this way, given a starting or/and ending sentence of a story from the users, the system firstly generates a complete set of candidates and then offers recommendations as per some criteria. The users could pick one of them based on their intentions to continue the story. We will explore how to build a framework for integrating these two processes, specifically exploring how to generate different candidate sentences, the heuristics to evaluate each sentence, and the rules to make recommendations.

1.2 Research Hypothesis and Objectives

The main aim of the project is to answer the following research question: How can we best set up a recommender system for story continuation from automatically generated sentences? To achieve that, we propose to decompose the recommender system problem into generating the item space and selecting items to recommend. We will firstly investigate how to use the existing story generation models to generate different candidate sentences, then, explore different approaches to select and recommend story continuation, such as sentiment analysis, emotion classification, clustering, and techniques in the field of recommendation system. Finally, we will conduct both quantitative analysis and user study to evaluate the results from different approaches and find the best solution.
1.3 Timeliness and Novelty

The proposed research is conducted at the most suitable time frame. It can take advantage of the last development of powerful transfer-based pre-trained language models, such as GPT-2 [1] published in 2019, to generate more coherent stories. Furthermore, our system could build on top of the recent work in automatic story generation and extend the work to solve our recommender system problem. We have studied the related work and identify the potential interactions between system and users in the literature. However, no research focuses on recommending story continuations to the users with consideration of their preference. Therefore, our research is of great novelty as we are creating a new paradigm in automatic story generation.

1.4 Significance

Recent state-of-the-art models [6][7][9] in this domain generate a complete story in one go based on limited user-provided input, where users only have little control over how the story unfolds. The generated story is deterministic but has random content without considering user preferences. It is learned that the users, such as the artists and writers, require elements of control and predictability in their automatic tools to assist their work effectively as expected [10]. Motivated by this, we create a new paradigm that frames automatic story generation into two processes, aiming to recommend various story continuations to the users or even incrementally learn from the user selections to offer better recommendations. We further formulate the task as a recommender system problem. The proposed work fills the gap in recommending sentence continuation, driving the improvements in automatic story generation. It provides desirable options for user selection, giving them more freedom to choose the directions of the story based on their intentions, hence improving their interactive experience with intelligent systems.

1.5 Feasibility

The proposed pipeline of storytelling with recommendation consists of sentence generation and continuation recommendation processes. We have identified several alternative machine learning models in the related work and methodology section. Either pre-trained models or code implementations of [1][7][6] are publicly available. They can be used to create our main pipeline without the need to build and train the model from scratch. Many heuristics can be explored in the continuation recommendation processes and thus produce several pipelines for our system. We will explore one to three of them depend on our progress to ensure the workload is appropriate and the work could be completed within the 10-week time frame. All of these suggests that the project can be completed in the due time.

1.6 Beneficiaries

The proposed work will benefit the users of the system and the research field of automatic story generation. The system will serve as a tool to help a wide range of users, such as the writers or anyone who is interested in storytelling, to write the story, book, or even movie script automatically while with more control. The recommendations made by the system might provide the user inspirations in writing. Besides, we identify the exiting interactive elements in the literature and propose several ways to generate alternative sentences, which provides other researchers with a way to track the current progress in the literature and allows them
to continue the work in this scope. Our proposed pipeline could inspire further innovations in story continuation recommendation.

2 Background and Related Work

2.1 Automatic story generation

Existing work has proposed several approaches for automatic story generation. We divide them into two categories according to controllability, which is user input’s ability to influence the generation results. We focus on their methodology, strengths, and weaknesses, followed by identifying potential interactive elements for writing stories.

**Storyline-focused models** Storyline-focused models generate stories from an outline of the plot. Yao et al. [6] proposed a plan-and-write generation framework where story generation is decomposed to story planning and surface realization. The framework uses the story’s title to generate a storyline that consists of a sequence of keywords and then takes them as input to the sequence to sequence model for controlling the story generation. The experimental results show that storyline-conditioned generation improves the coherence and diversity of generated story compared to those baselines with simple title inputs in a generation. While, the system still suffers from several typical problems in story generation, such as repetitive sentences, off-topic plot, and logically inconsistent story. Along the line, Rashkin et al. [7] introduced a novel transformer-based narrative model built on top of GPT-2 [1] that generates a multi-paragraph story conditioned on the provided plot outline represented as an unordered list of key phrases. They employed a memory mechanism to track the dynamic plot states computed using outline and story generated so far. The model takes the memory state, the representation of the previous paragraph, outline, and discourse as input to generate a whole paragraph at each step. The quantitative evaluation shows that plot state tracking contributes to the coherence and consistency of the composed story. These storyline-guided models provide users more fine-grained control to the whole story, while their performance is degraded with inappropriate choices of key phrases in a storyline.

**Beginning or/and Ending-focused Models** The second category of research focuses on controlling a story by specifying the story’s starting or/and ending. In light of challenges in a storyline-focused generation, Wang et al. [9] proposed a generation-by-interpolation story generation model that incrementally takes a sentence pair as input and generates the intermediate sentences to connect them. The process starts with the given beginning and ending sentence of the story. At each step of sentence generation, the model uses GPT-2 [1] to generate a list of interpolation candidates based on context pair, and then implements a coherence ranker with pre-trained RoBERTa [11] to evaluate the coherence of each candidate before selecting the globally optimal sentence as output. The results demonstrate that the ending-guided approach with a coherence ranking evaluation technique helps generate more coherent and faithful stories than storyline-guided approaches. However, the model is bad at commonsense inference, implying the need for human knowledge injection. Xu et al. [12] introduced a new model called SoCP that generates a story with multi-character and multi-emotion control. They used a sequence to sequence model for generation based on the seed beginning sentence and adopt character selector character and emotion controller in the decoder to help the sentence generation with specified emotion for each character. The experiment results demonstrate the effectiveness of their approach in story generation with assigned input beginning and emotion changes, promoting controllability. Brahman et al. [13] attempt to control the generation process dynamically
through the user-provided beginning and mid-level sentence abstractions. Unlike typical one-shot story generation, this interactive model generates one sentence at a time, and the user provides a cue phrase to guide the content of the next sentence. It consists of two separate encoders to encode context and cue phrases and the attention mechanism to ensure the output sentence are semantically related to the context and cue phrase. Both automatic and human evaluations show that the model produces more topically coherent and personalized stories compared to the plan-and-write model [6] in the interactive setting.

**Interactive Elements for Writing Stories** It has been studied that most people love collaborating with machines [14]. Although previous work has mainly focused on generating a story in one go, there are some potential element of choices in the system that could be provided to the user to decide how the story unfolds. The dynamic model developed by Yao and collaborators[6] uses the user-provided title and the previous generated sentence to produce part of the storyline that guide the next sentence generation. Instead of an auto-generated story plan and one-shot story generation, we could design the model to take each key phrase in the storyline as input separately and generate the story one sentence at a time. In this way, the user could control what happens next interactively during the generation process based on the story generated so far. Similarly, Brahman et al. [13] propose that the user can give different cue phrases to guide the system in generating the next sentence after providing the beginning sentence of the story. Xu et al. [12] present a story generation system that can generate stories with appointed emotional changes for each character according to psychological theories. We can take these emotions in psychological theories as a list of options for the users to choose for each character. In the research [9], a coherence ranker is used to pick out the globally best intermediate sentence for the story. Instead, we could make the system show the users the top-k highest coherent sentences and let the user pick, enabling a more interactive and controllable story generation. Roemmele et. al [15] developed an application called creative help for writing stories, where the users can request a suggestion for the next sentence in a story in the course of writing. The generation model accesses a large corpus of stories to find a related next sentence, which the user could modify.

### 2.2 Recommendation system

A recommendation system is an information filtering system that filters important information fragment from a large amount of dynamically generated data to solve information overload [16][17]. It can predict the user preference on an item and provide suggestions to the user [18]. The suggestions involve various decision-making processes, which is what sentence to choose as story continuation in our case. In order to make recommendations, the system will firstly query users preferences and then decide which items to recommend. There are several basic approaches for item selection [19]. Collaborative filtering approach assumes users will share the same interests in the future if they do so in the past. So, if two users have strongly overlapped interests and one of the user has recently selected an item that is unseen to another user, the system will propose the same item to him/her. Content-based filtering approach recommends items that are similar to those the user like in the past. It uses similarity-based retrieval or text classification methods to measure and select items. Knowledge-based approach exploits additional and means-end knowledge about the available items and the user and makes recommendations by calculating similarities between customer requirements and items or relying on explicit recommendation rules.
3 Programme and Methodology

We propose a novel storytelling system with story continuation recommendations to help the user write the story. Given an input sentence, the system produces recommendations on the next sentence for user selection to continue the story and the procedure runs iteratively. We define this as a recommender system problem. To address it, we decompose the interactive story generation into two main processes, namely sentences generation and story continuation recommendation. Fig. 1 shows the whole pipeline of the storytelling system. For a user-provided beginning sentence, the system has sentence generators that generate multiple candidates of next sentence, defining item space for recommendations. Then, there is an evaluation process that evaluates each candidate in terms of sentiment, emotion, grouping or other criteria and produces a vector representation describing the attributes of each item. With these representations, the recommender system picks a set of items based on specific rules and present to the user. After the user selects a preferred sentence for the story continuation, the selected sentence takes the selected sentence and the previous sentences as input for the next iteration.

In actual system implementation, we will build the first system pipeline that incorporates one sentence generator (Section 3.1), one evaluation technique (Section 3.2), and one basic rule for the recommendation (Section 3.2) in Fig. 1. After that, we will explore more heuristics to develop our second and third pipelines. To better explain the methodology, we arrange the following subsections in terms of system processes. In each subsections, we will identify the challenges and describe how we plan to implement each of the critical processes.

3.1 Sentence Generation

Generating different candidates of next sentence is crucial as it composes the item space for the subsequent recommendation, while it is also challenging since the existing story generation models only generate a single best sentence for story continuation based on their objectives.

To solve this, we propose four potential ways to generate different continuation sentences for a given input. We can use one or more story generation models discussed in the related work.
section as the baseline models for the sentence generation process. The first way is to select a non-deterministic model, where the output sentence for the same input is different in every run. We then feed the same sentence to the model as input and run it at different go to acquire different alternative sentences. Since not all models are non-deterministic and always generate the same output for the same input, the second way is instead to select several deterministic models and provide them with the same input to form a set of alternative sentences, each from one of them. Alternatively, we could retain one or more deterministic models or finetune them at different degrees or with different datasets. Then, we take each instance of the model to generate different continuation sentences. The fourth approach is to transform the input data but still maintain the central semantics of them by paraphrasing. In this way, we could have several paraphrases for the input sentence for the models to generate different outputs.

In the actual implementation, we will select one of them with considerations of source availability, such as pre-trained models, codes, and computational resource.

3.2 Continuation Recommendation

Sentence Evaluation

After defining the item space, a complete set of sentence candidates, the system evaluates these items for the recommendation based on criteria using machine learning techniques. It generates a set of attributes associated with each item in vector representation. In the context of storytelling, one of the important elements of a story is the changing tone as the story unfolds, indicating particular feelings of a story and reflecting the writer’s attitude [20]. Therefore, sentiment analysis could be used to detect the attitudes contained in the sentences as per Scherer’s [21] typology of affective states. It classifies each candidate into one of three sentiment polarities: positive, negative, and neutral. We will employ one of the successful sentence-level sentiment classifiers to assign the sentiment attribute to each candidate. Alongside this one-dimensional view of tone, we could develop the system to perform an emotion evaluation of an event presented in each sentence to capture the degree of all six basic emotions (i.e. anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise) [22]. Furthermore, we could also represent each sentence as sentence embedding using a pre-trained text encoder like CLIP [23] and then perform clustering over the item embedding space. In this way, we group semantically similar candidates into several clusters and measure the distance from the sentence to the centroid of each cluster. The cluster ID and distance serve as attributes, helping identify the representative sentences and the most different sentences (i.e. the outliers) in the item space. There could be other attributes, and all these attributes will be represented by a vector to describe each sentence.

Recommendation System

The recommendation system takes each sentence in the item space and its associated vector representation as input and uses heuristics to select a subset of sentences and recommend them to the user. We will explore several heuristics to make a recommendation. As shown on the right side of Fig. 1, the green rounded rectangle presents some possible recommendations using attributes we have. The first heuristics could be that the recommendations are made using only the attributes from the sentiment, emotion, or clustering as the dotted arrows indicate. For example, the system randomly selects one sentence from each type of emotions and then show six alternative next sentences to the user. In this way, the user could have various choices in story continuation with different emotional feelings and pick the one who thinks that fits best. Alternatively, we could use combinations of different attributes. For example, the system presents an angry and neutral sentence or a surprise but negative one. These are basic heuristics
Table 1: Risk assessment of the project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Name</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>Mitigation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sentence generator not working as expected</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Use alternative models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipeline implementation lasts more than expected</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Extend implementation phase by shortening evaluation phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No sufficient participants in user study</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Perform self evaluation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

that we are going to explore. If completing the work in advance, we will further explore a smarter recommendation system that could learn from the user selections by incorporating a user preference model. There are two ways to collect user’s information. One is to explicitly survey the user’s preference before the story generation process. We could present sentences with different sentiments, emotions, genres, style or even different novelty degrees and ask them to pick the favourites. The survey might be annoying to some users as we repeatedly ask questions until we collect sufficient information to build the user model. Instead, the system could learn from the user’s selection in the story generation process and update the recommendations in the next iteration based on what the user selects previously. To achieve this, we will use the techniques in recommendation system literature [24] to help build a user model and decide what sentences to recommend.

After implementing the main system processes, we will create a simple command-line user interface with python scripts for system interaction. Finally, we will also conduct a comprehensive evaluation of the system, consisting of user study and automatic evaluation, and analyse the results. The detailed plan is explained in Section 4.

3.3 Risk Assessment

As shown in Table 1, our project has three main potential risks with different degrees of severity and likelihood. Firstly, the generation of candidates sentences is essential in our system as it forms item space for the following recommendations. If the selected sentence generation model does not manage to generate different sentences for a given input or the generated results are poor, it will directly affect the quality of recommended sentences or even lead to a failure of the whole system. Therefore, the risk is of high severity. While we have identified several sentence generation model in the related section and four ways of generating different sentences. Thus, we can use alternative models with appropriate approaches to accomplish our generation task.

Secondly, delays in the completion of pipeline implementation may occur since unexpected bugs and problems may arise at every stage of development and slow down the progress. To mitigate the risk, we could extend the implementation phase with the cost of the shortened evaluation phase. We could replace the time-consuming user study with an evaluation based on self-work examples with the system. A good analysis can also be made based on self-evaluation results. Lastly, there is a small risk that we might be unable to find sufficient participants to conduct a user study, especially during the pandemic. In case of the risk, we could take the same measure as in the second risk to perform an alternative self-evaluation.

3.4 Ethics

Our project contains a user study that involves human participants to evaluate the effectiveness of our system. Therefore, we will follow the School of Informatics ethics procedure and submit an Informatics Ethics Form for review to ensure that our study is compliant with the General Data Protection Regulation and the policy of the University of Edinburgh. For that, we will prepare a participant information sheet, consent form, and data management plan to seek participants’ consent and ensure their rights and privacy are protected.
Besides, to minimize the probability of generating naughty words and sensitive speech that might harm our users, we will avoid using sentence generators pre-trained on datasets that might contain this kind of language or involve any political views.

4 Evaluation

We will perform automatic evaluation after each module of the main pipeline (e.g. text generator, sentiment classifier) is implemented for the sanity check. We will use the test set from the dataset the machine learning models pre-trained on (e.g. ROCStories [25]) to generate results for evaluation. Then, following related work [6][26][13], we will use three metrics (i.e. coherence, BLEU, and perplexity) for sentence quality, two metrics (precision and recall) for classification performance, and purity for clustering. For the evaluation of the whole system, as studied in See’s work [27], the currently only reliable way to evaluate the text quality of the generated story is human evaluation. We will conduct a small user study involving ten human participants and provide them with our system with a command-line interface. We ask them to interact with the system to create stories and interview them about the experience. After collecting this data, we will analyze the stories example and participants’ feedback to draw a conclusion.

5 Expected Outcomes

We expect the story generation system with continuation recommendation could be successfully implemented using the methods in the methodology section, which indicates our research addresses the formulated recommender system problem and we are able to explore the better approach for setting up the system. Furthermore, the results of automatic evaluation and user study are expected to be positive, implying the identified gap in story generation is well filled and thus creating the new paradigm in this research area for further investigation. The experimental results should also show further insights that set the stage for future work.

6 Research Plan, Milestones and Deliverables

The project can be divided into three large work packages: system implementation, evaluation, and dissertation. Since we plan to use pre-trained models to implement our system, there is no need for finding a dataset explicitly. We start with system implementation, consisting of four sub-tasks. The first subtask is developing our first system pipeline, which is the main pipeline of our system with one sentence generator, one evaluation technique, and one basic rule for recommendations discussed in methodology section. It takes a relatively long period (4 weeks) to complete since we build the system from scratch. In the second and third pipeline, more evaluation techniques and recommendations rules will be explored and added to the existing system, which is expected to be less time-consuming. After the full completion of system functionality, we will create a command-line based interface of the system for the subsequent user study by the middle of July.

The evaluation process starts from early July before completing the whole system. It includes user study, automatic evaluation, and results analysis. We will begin to find participants for the user study and distribute them participant information forms and content forms following the School ethics procedure. After the system completion in the middle of July, we conduct the user study and collect the results at the end of July. Concurrently, we will conduct experiments
and evaluate the results using automatic metrics. The results analysis of both user study and automatic evaluation will be conducted at the end of July.

The third working package is the writing of the dissertation. We will start the writing from the beginning of the project and complete each section concurrently with its corresponding implementation process. The content of the introduction section will be updated periodically after completing each subtask. Thus, it lasts the whole period. We aim to complete the dissertation one week before the deadline and use the period for proofreading. In this way, we can ensure the writing quality and submit it on time.
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Figure 2: Gantt Chart of the activities defined for this project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milestone</th>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$M_1$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>System Implementation completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_2$</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>User study completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_3$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Evaluation completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_4$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Submission of dissertation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Milestones defined in this project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deliverable</th>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D_1$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>First system pipeline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_1$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Second system pipeline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_1$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Third system pipeline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_1$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Command-line interface for user interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_2$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Evaluation report on user study and automatic evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_3$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dissertation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: List of deliverables defined in this project.
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